
Wonderful  St Barnabas Family 

We hope you are doing well and sending much love as always. We can't really believe that we're
still in the UK but we ARE grateful for family and friends and those we can share this all with. 

Time with family pre-lockdown

Us 
We're doing really well. Excited for a UK Christmas! We'll be with my (Rosie's) family this year so
it will be fun to celebrate with three year old Daisy! We are making plans to go back to Brazil in
January despite our visas still not being accepted. We are of the understanding that we can go
back on a tourist visa in the new year and hope and pray we can resolve the visa we need while
we're there. We haven't been able to go on a tourist visa this year because it's only allowed
annually, and we've already been there this year. 

Work 
We continue to enjoy volunteering at The Real Junk Food Project (TRJFP) in Leeds. It was
especially busy during lockdown, salvaging 'waste food' from all kinds of businesses. And with
Christmas coming, we've all been involved in a 'Kindness Christmas' initiative packaging and
delivering 13,000 free food boxes across West Yorkshire! 



Click below to hear more about it

TRJFP is at its core an environmental project, trying to tackle the huge issue of food waste. In
doing so, the idea is that it takes away the stigma that can be associated with food banks so that
anyone and everyone can use the project. Do read our last newsletter if you want to know more
about it!

Surplus Food Boxes

Brazil
Covid cases are steadily rising again in Brazil, echoing the rest of the globe. However, for a lot of
people life appears to have returned to normal more or less, with the addition of a
facemask! Schools remain shut and it's uncertain when they will open, and Revive is still limited
in who can go to the safehouse, so if we were back now, we would be fairly limited in what we
could do as it is.

Please pray for continued protection over the most vulnerable communities across Brazil; those

Kindness Christmas

https://thebayfords.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=df905cb0077cb725cce603f04&id=bfe2e1c567&e=e2a0018abc


who have no option but to work despite the risks, and those living in the slums, 'favelas', with little
if any sanitation.

Revive
A lot has changed in the Revive house! We have new girls and the first baby in the new house!
Of course, we don't want children to be placed into care, but we ARE happy that they've been
taken from an abusive situation and are now able to be in a safe and loving home at Revive. 

Our first little one

We have some teenagers added to the mix. One of whom (T) is 15 years but due to multiple
special needs, she has the mental capacity of a 4 year old. Amazingly, Revive has more staff



than needed at the moment because of the second house opening so one of the educators is
able to be one-to-one with her. She has a very sad story and through the abuse had a baby
earlier this year, which was adopted at birth, so she comes with a lot of trauma. 

Our youngest girl A, who came to Revive at 4 years and has just turned 7, has been through
multiple different adoption processes now - all unsuccessful. She is such a precious little lady
and we simply can't understand why parents-to-be decide not to adopt her! Please pray for some
amazing parents who just love her to pieces!

Pray that A will find wonderful, loving parents



Please please pray too for another one of these special girls, MC, who is 10. In the last
newsletter I mentioned that she'd been in hospital with suspected meningitis. She's now back in
hospital again with continued fevers and swollen hands and the doctors are carrying out tests to
work out what the diagnosis is. Please do keep her in your prayers. 

Please pray for MC's health

UK Life
As well as our work with TRJFP and keeping up with Revive, we absolutely love looking after
Daisy our niece on a Wednesday! We have moved back to my parents (who are very close to
Stu's parents) so it is lovely to cook and eat with them every evening. We've been grateful for
runs and walks during Lockdown too. 



Beautiful pre-lockdown Leeds walks with family

We really hope you are well, wherever you are, whatever restrictions you are faced with. We do
think and pray for you often. We hope you have a wonderful run up to Christmas, but we'll be in
touch around then too, hopefully with a date for some flights!!

Sending so much love your way and thank you as always for all your support,

Rosie and Stu x

One of our lovely friends suggested that we write a few brief prayer points at the bottom of these
so you can refer to them if you'd like. Here goes...

- for MC who is in hospital, for her doctors and test results
- for the girls who are new to Revive and will need to settle in
- for A who has had a number of unsuccessful adoptions
- for our visas and for flights back in the new year

Thank you so so much x 


